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A COMPARIS®N OF AN ANALYTICAL AND NUMERICAL
SOLUTION OF THE RELATIVE MOTION





This report presents the results of a study undertaken to compare an ana-
lytical theory of relative motion, developed by R. Barbieri (Ref. 1) , with a numer-
ical integration of the equations of planar relative motion.
The equations of relative motion were derived from a Lagrangian formula-
Lion and is presented in detail in [1]. The numerical integration has been carried
out with a program that integrates a system of ordinary differential equations
which may or may not be coupled. On the other hand, the analytical solution has
been constructed successively in terms of powers of the eccentricity of the ref-
erence satellite and powers of a small parameter. Since for the application to
problems of orbiting long baseline interferometry the eccentricity is small
(< .01) 9 the expansion of the solution in powers of eccentricity is carried to the
first power only.
The results indicate, as expected, good agreement, using small initial ve-
locities, over several days for a range of eccentricities. For example, at a
semi-major axis of 17,000 km, and eccentricity of .01 and initial velocity com-
ponents of .01 km/sec the analytical development yields a baseline distance which
differs from the distance as calculated numerically by no more than 5% over the
first 3 1/2 days. On the other hand whon the semi-major is increased to 20,000
km, the eccentricity decreased to .0001 the baseline distance as calculated by
both programs differ by no more than 5% over the first 6 days. Comparisons
are presented to show the effect of including the oblateness of the central body.
Results are documented to indicate the dependence of the motion of one satellite
about the other upon a variety of initial conditions.






radius vector of the ICI satellite with respect to the centor of
mass of the central body
ro , radius vector of the o' satellite with respect to the center of
mass of the central body;
R position vector of M with respect to 0 1 ; has components
{ x, Y, z}
a the semi-major axis of the orbit of 01
e the eccentricity of the orbit of of
c the inclination of the orbit of oe
0 the longitude of the ascending node of the orbit of of
w the argument of perigee of 04
w. the secular rate of change of the argument of perigee
v the true anomaly of oa
u the sum (w + v)
the angular velocity of 0 1 ; has components {wR y w z }
t Q ,, y0" io ,} the velocity components of o B in the rotating coordinate system
{F , Fy , Fg} the components of force, in the rotating coordinate system, acting
on the M satellite
A the gravitational constant of the central body
Re the equatorial radius of the central body
J20 the first non ,zero coefficient in the spherical harmonic expan-
sion of the gravity field of the central body
U the potential energy of the M satellite









1c a small parameter 
= 2 Jaa
n = -4a




 =	 — n 1 - 2 sine ts	 (
RA the analytical baseline length






A COMPARISON OF AN ANALYTICAL, AND NUMERICAL
SOLUTION OF THE RELATWE MOTION
OF TWO CLOSE SATELLITES OF
AN OBLATE PLANET
INTRODUCTION
In Reference [11 a. solution of the equations of planar relative motion was
constructed taking into account the oblateness of the central body. Since the
publication of those results an effort has been made to determine how the ana-
lytical solution compares to the numerical integration of the equations of planar
relative motion. This report represents a culmination of that effort.
A study of the relative emotion of two close spacecraft orbiting an oblate
planet has some rather interesting applications. For example the concept of an
orbiting long baseline interferometer has some intriguing implications. Not
only is it possible to get data unperturbed by the troposphere or ionosphere
from various radio sources but it is conceivable that such a system, yielding
extremely accurate positions of radio sources, can be used to provide an inde-
pendent estimation of the structure of the troposphere and ionosphere and con-
sequently an independent verification of refraction effects.
The analytical representation was constructed by expanding the equations
of motion into powers of eccentricity and a small parameter, E , which is related
to the second zonal harmonic coefficient J,,. The equations of motion resulting
from this operation are then solved by successive approximations. The first
step in this successive approximation technique yields an almost periodic solu-
tion, independent of E and eccentricity, whose frequency depends upon the modi-
fied mean motion. The second step introduces the dependence of the motion
upon the eccentricity of the reference satellite and also yields an almost peri-
odic solution with three frequencies appearing. The last step of the procedure
accounts for the oblateness of the central body and yields a solution which de-
pends upon foam frequencies, three of which are dependent upon the secular rate
of increase of the argument of perigee. Furthermore the last step of the pro-
cedure also introduces a purely secular term; mixed secular terms have been
eliminated by ma.idng the angular velocity of the reference: satellite dependent
upon the small parameter.
The routine FNOL2 arses the fourth order Runge-Kuttga and/or Adams-
Moulton methods of solution of ordinary differential equations which may or
may not be coupled.* As currently modified, the prograrn uses a double precision








input bounds by giving the user an option of automatically varying the step size.
More detailed information is available in [2].
A description of the subroutines used in the numerical and analytical pro-
grams is presented in Appendix H and Appendix III respectively. A listing of
the subroutines is given in Appendix IV and Appendix V.
THE EQUATIONS OF RELATIVE MOTION
The equations of relative notion which are of main concern in this report
are derivable from the following system of coupled differential equations:
X +xa ► --2^c^,g - yc^^Z -yo ► WX +wr(ZWtt
	
+ 1 a u _ F	 (1^
M ax	 M
Y + YO ► + 2 ( X cu r — Z G.'O + X[ u z — Z a) X + 9 0 I (.r
(2)
- Z^ ► wM - Y 
^2 - 
Y u r + m a y - Fy
z +z^• +2 y ^ x +YC^ R +y0 0 WX WX (Z WX -x Z)
+ m ? 
Z ^Z.





A solution to this system of equations presents a formidable task since they
are coupled. In Reference L1 ] the angular velocity component «, tt is neglected
thereby uncoupling the motion, this imposes a constraint on the rotation of the
orbital plane of 0' about r, . In particular the motion governed by the differential
equation cos u + Q shi u sin t is heing neglected. Making the substitutions
U = _ µ	 (4)F
M
X 4. x r
F 1=
3
 ^^	 R2	 ° (1 — 3 sin e c sin ? u)	 (5}tt	 2	 2 e	 ^X01
r 3 J ^2 sin u cos u s 9. n 2 t	 (6)
O
s^ W 2	 2 e X41
^, — XO r Lilt + 4 ^ (Fx)C1,	 (')
1	 d	 2	 ($^
xO , d t ( X O' ^' g , = (FY)Of,
reduces the equations of planar relative motion to the form





g - 3 sin e sin2u)
XO ,
Y +2^cc^a +x^& — YWE+ µ Y
XO` (10)
3 J2 R2 Ys ine t cos 2 u
- 2	 xS ,
3
-2( a +2 y) e xp1	 1)M
(12)
•
These represent the equations which have been programmed for numerical so-
lution by FN01.2.
In order to present an analytical solution of these equations certain trans-
formations and representations must be used so as to have the time appearing




a { 1 - e2')
and then the true anomaly of the reference satellite is introduced via the trans-
formation
a (1 -- e2)
- 1,ecosv
Finally the true anomaly is expressed as a function of the mean anomaly through
the representation






u, y_®, ± 1, ±2, . . .
Making the necessM substitutions leads to the following system of equations
which are more amenable to analytical solution
x 
-2
	 +2y.2 e sin v _xCEJ2 e COS v











2 e si,i V
	 x e cos V
	




F e	 y (1 - e 2)" 2 3 2
 (1 + e cos v) cos 2 ti san e t.
Thee equations, as has been mentioned, are solved using the method of
successive approximations starting with a representation of the solution in the
form
	
X (t) - X00 (t) + e X01 (t) + E 'X 10 (t)	 (15)
	
Y ( t) = Yo ') ( t) + e yal ( t) + E y1a M	 (10)
Substituting these two expressions into (13) and (14), using (12) to get the mean
anomaly and expressing a,
: 
in the form
c^ a = rl
	 cos , + 2 n e Cos v + E 'e$
	
(17)
yields the system of equations which govern the first order behavior of the
s atelli.te
X0 1 -- 2 n y01 -- 4 n yQO Co s n t + 2 n a x''00 s i n n t	 (18)









+2 	 ii2X00 





yoo (t) =a, Cos 2nt-a2si.n2nt
a3
(21)
Xoi Wl. 80' sin n t + i32# Cos n t +''Jol sin (2 n + n) t
+ 801 Sin
4x (2 R - n) t + /3 01 cos5x 2 n + n) t `2`2)
+ ,3ol Cos (2 n - n) t
y	 (t)(91 _ 801 sin nl y t	 + 30 1 cos n t + 3012y	 3y sin (2 ri + n) t
+'301sin (2 n - n) t + 8sy co s (2 n + n) t (23)
+,806 1Y  Cos (2 n - n) t
X l o( t )= Qix sin 2(wa n) t+810 Cos 2(wp +n) t
+,3 1 '0 sin 2 ( wo
 +n + n) t +,8 40 sin 2 (wo





Vol + 2 r xo , + 4 n io. Cos n t -2i,-2 X 00  sin n t
-n 2 yoo Cos nt=0
	 (19)
R z
y,o+2nk1,7 , 2 uZ koo- a^ 
:1 2 yoo sin g ' cos (2 0 +2n) t,
whom the expression' M = nt and w = w o t have been used. The solution of the
system (18) - (19) is presented in [I li ; the results are that
No { t) - a1 sin 2 r! t + a2 C os 2 r t	 `70	 (20)
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," .-' .. 
+ 6~~ cos 2 (wo + n + i1) t + ,B~~ cos 2 (wo + n - n) t 
+ 6 10 , 
. 7x 
Y10 (t) = ,B~~ sin Z n t + ,B~~ cos 2 n t + ,B~~ sin 2 (wo + n) t 
+ ,B~~ cos 2 (wo + n) t + ,B~~ sin 2 (wo + n + 0) t 
+ ,B!~ sin 2 (wo + n - i1) t + ,B~~ cos 2 (wo + n + i1) t 
The functions aj with j = 0, 1,2, 3, {,B~!, ,B~~} with j = 1,2, ••• , 6 and 
{,B12. ,Bl~}with j = 1. 2 ••••• 7 are given explicitly in the Appendix I. 
.: \ 
(25) 
Turning attention to the behavior of the motion of the reference satellite, 
it will be noticed that in the numerical integration program this behavior is 
specified by a modification of the planetary equation"' of Lagrange to allow for 
very small eccentricities. To be specific, the Lagrange equations, before any 
modifications, take the form 
a = 2 {S e sin v + T (1 + e cos v)} 
n ~ 1 _ e2 
. H - e2 f. r. xo ' (, Xo) J} 
e = n a f sin v +T Le p + \1 + p cos vJ 
(26) 
Xo' i = w cos (v + w) 
na2~1'_e2 
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where S is the force due to the first zonal harmonic directed along the radius 
vector to 0', T is the force due to the first zonal harmOnic 90 0 ahead of S and 
located in the orbit plane of 0', W completes the right handed coordinate system. 
Because of the presence of the eccentricitY in the denominator of the w and 
V equations, a study of the motion for very small eccentricities becomes quite 
difficult. To overcome this situtation a transformation of variables is made; in 
particular let, 
{ :: e cos w 
m = e sin w 
and replace the equation for iT by the equation for u where u = v + w. These 
transformations lead to the follOwing system of equations describing the motion 
of the reference satellite: 
~J R2 f 
- 3_-;:;:=2::;;:;;;::e=::;- (..f. sin u _ m cos u) 1 - 3sin2 t Si"2 u 
n ~1 - :e2 _ m2 
+ (1 + {cos u.,. mSin u)sin2 \Sin 2 u},' 
. . xo' ." 
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-t :-: m n cos l _ 3 J R2 _~_I_-_:t_2_-_m_'_{(1 - 3 sin2 l sin2 u) }iJ. 2 to sin u 
n a x., 
o 
sin' t sin 
x·, o 
m..: - '{ ncos l 3 J .. 2 ~I - :ti - IIi +-2iJ. ,&. 
na 
~( x.,r (I XO'). ] sin' t lin 2 u} - _ + +_ Ilnup p <, 
. 
u:: 
n a2 ~1 _ :ti _ .2 . 
___ -:-___ - n COl t 
xg, 
..,. :: a (1 - (2 - .1) I + :t COl U + • ain u 
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( r)' (r)" a sin)" v, a cos y v 
in terms of the mean anomaly, M, is presented. The Fourier development of 
(r/a)~ expi yvis given as 
'" (:r exp i )' v :- L ~,,-, 'Y exp i k M (28) 
k- , "' 
where the development shows that the coefficient independent of M (and hence 
independent of time expliCitly) is given by 
----y-a 
2 ' 1.;. y, 
that is, xg-' 'Y is the constant coefficient in the Fourier development; the depend-
ence on the eccentricity is explicitly shown in the expansion Xo,,-, 'Y • 
Carrying out these operations in the w equation of (26) leads to an equation 
for the secular variation ofw. namely w
O
' given by 
• 3 R~ 
Wo =-n J2 - (5 cos2 t -I), 4 p2 (30) 
The remaining set of equations governing the motion of the reference satellite 
are given by 
• 
... -" - "" 
1 {.(1 _ 3 s1n2 
n JJ .. e2 
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4 n a2 ~1 _ e2 
tan u l -:-__ 
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What will now be compared are the results generated by (20) thru (25), 
with the results of the numerical1ntegration of (9) and (10). The purpose of 
this comparison is to determine the interval of time over which the analytical 
solution is valid and to illustrate the dependence of the. analytical. development 
on small eccentricities. Furthermore it will be shown just how critical the 
initial relative velocity is to the motion. 
Comparisons have been obtained for about 25 cases where the semi-major 
axls takes on the values 17~000km and 20,000 km, the eccentricity varies be-




















10 m/see. All cases have the inciination of the reference satellite initially at
10°, the longitude of the ascending gaode at 20°, the argument of perigee at 0°0,
and the true anomaly initially at 45 0 ,
Tables I and II were generated for a semi-major axis of 17,000 km and
eccentricity of ,01; the only parameter which Args varied was the initial velocity.
It is noticed that an increase of one order of magnitude in the velocity increases
the baseline magnitude by a factor of roughly 10; coupled with this increase is a
significant difference in the orientation of the baseline.
Table I'.1 differs from Table I in that only the eccentricity is different. As
expected, the difference in they magnitude and orientation of the baseline is
negligible.
Tables IV and V were generated with a semi-major axis of 20,000 kmo and
a nearly circular orbit; once again only the initial velocity was changed, it is
noticed immediately that the baseline undergoes slightly larger excursions when
compared to the cases where a = 17 8000 km; furthermore the orientation of the
baseline is much different due to the presence of n and n in the equations (20)
thru (25). They agreement between the analytical and numerical is much better
than when the semi-major axis is 17,000 km; in fact not only is the agreement
better but it lusts longer ° For example in Table I it is noticed that after about
5 dRys the agreement between the x components begins to brew down.
Table VI shows what can happen with a slight variation in the initial velocity.
Finally the graphs I through IV are included to show the accumulative
effect of the oblatenes,s of the central body, in these cases the earth. What is
shown is the variation of the difference in baseline length versus time. RA and
RN are the baseline lengths as computed in the analytical program and numerical
program respectively. The insensitivity of the motion as a function of eccentricity
is clearly shown as is the strong dependence of the motion on the semi-major
axis of the reference satellite.
COMMENTS, C ONGLUESI®NS AND SUMMARY
What has been presented are some results generated by comparing an
analytical development of the equations of relative motion to a numerical solu-
tion of these equations. The results clearly indicate the motion is strongly
dependent upon the semi -major axis of the reference satellite and on the initial
relative velocity. For example the following summary shows the dependence
on the aforementioned parameters and indicates the percent difference between
the analytical value of the baseline distance and the numerical value; also shown






	 ®o Time	 % Difference ofkm/s	 Ya ^/8 Interval	 Baseline Length
17 9 000	 .01 .01	 .01	 3 1/2 Days	 < 5
17,000	 .01 .001	 .001
	 3 1/2 bays	 < 5
17,000	 .001 .01	 .01	 3 1/2 Days	 < 5
20 9000	 .0001 .01	 .01	 6 Days
	 < 5
20 9000	 .0001 .001	 .001	 6 Days	 < 5
g.
Qualitative and quantitative information has been presented to indicate the
accumulative effects of oblateness upon the relative motion; it is clear from the
cases shown that a variation of the eccentricity from 0.0001 to 0.01 has little
effect on the relative motion over a period of 7 days. For example the following
w table presents the difference between the numerical and analytical values for the
baseline length at the 7th day; the initial components of velocity are .001 km/s.
a (km) a	 (R 
A - 
RN ) km	 J2
17 0000 .0001
	 - .1536	 off
17 9000 .0001	 + .167	 on
y 170000 .001	 - .1660
	 off
17 0 000 .001	 + .151	 on
20 0000 .0001
	 - .0114	 off
20 9000 .0001	 - .312	 on
20 0000 .001	 +.0063	 off
20 9 000 .001	 - .2932	 on
A time history over 7 days of the difference RA •- RN is shown in the graphs.
Agreement of the analytical solution with the numerical is much better at
larger semi-major axes since the periodic behavior of R and w is less pronounced
at the semi--major axes of 20,000 km or more.
It must be mentioned that the analytical development was carried out under
the assumption that n and n are constant. Being rigorous, this assumption is
not quite valid; the following two tables show how n, n and the coefficients of
integration vary over an interval of seven days.
13




.2232143 x 10-3 /sec -< n 5 .2232177 x 10 3 /sec
.2231463 x 10-3 /sec S i :5 .2232145 x 10 -3 /see
.143379 x 10 -2 km/sec < ao S .144600 x 10 -2 km/sec
2.233363 kin 5 a, 5 2.233736 km
- 2.237675 km 5 a2 5 - 2.238756 kin
- 1.236651 km 5 a3 S - 1.237939 km
a = 17,000	 e = .001	 J2 V 0
.2843343 x 10-3 /sec 5 n s .2343404 x 10 -3 /sec
.2847141 x 10-3 /see 5 E S .2848344 x 10 -3 /sec
.1569019 x 10-2 km/sec <- a4 s .1569368 x 10 `2 km/sec
1.753537 km 5 al
 S 1.754719 km
- 1.753565 km < x2 5 -. 1.754745 kin
- 0.7525190 km :g
 a3 5 - 0.7539899 km.
Comparisons of the use of w in the numerical program versus the use of
wo in the analytical program indicate that for a seam-major axis of 17,000 km
the analytical value of u = v + wo differs from the numerical value of u = v + w
by about one to three degrees. The parameter w. was used in the analytical
development to avoid consideration of differential equations with almost periodic
coefficients which arise when the oblateness as included. The agreement shown
here between the analytical and numerical programs indicates that the former
would serve as an excellent tool for very early orbit determination of the rela-
tive motion of two close satellites. For the type studies alluded to in the intro-
duction, namely, the study of spectra from radio sources and, the study of
continental drift, a very precise orbit determination program is required. This
means including the perturbation effects due to higher order harmonics and the
presence of the sun and moon. Naturally there, an analytic solution of the form
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a= 17 9000	 xo = 1.0 km	 k, = .01 km/s	 1  /o
e = .01	 yo = 1.0 km	 ka = 001 km/s
Time (hrs.)
x (kM) y (km) R (km)
Analytical Numerical Analytical Numerical Analytical Numerical
12 -5.3791 -506772 -10.222 -9.9053 11.551 11.415
24 -5.1736 -6.0541 -23.046 -22.872 23.619 23.660
3 C 1.4709 .1904 -34.015 -34.464 34.446 34.465
48 12.812 11.552 -40.184 -41.484 42.178 43.062
60 25.854 25.078 -39.748 -41.897 47.417 48.829
72 36.934 370148 -32.622 -35.429 49.278 51.335
84 42.745 44.465 -20.745 -23.675 47.513 50.375
96 41.555 44.957 -7.6492 -9.6819 42.253 45.988
108 33.913 38.346 2.8116 2.8599 34.030 38.452
120 22.307 26.221 7.8796 10.594 23.658 28.281
132 10.026 11.633 6.6392 11.377 32.025 16.272
144 .04627 -1.6942 - .15822 4.8340 .1648 5.1223
156 -5.5229 -10.306 -10720 --7.5457 12.059 12.773




a. = 17,000 km	 xo = 1.0 km	 ko = 0001 km/s
e=.01	 yo =1.0krm	 ^o =.001 km/s	 1  /0
Time (hrs.)
x (kni) Y (km) E (km)
Analytical Numerical Analytical Numerical Analytical Numerical
12 .36240 .3333 -.12254 -®0923 .33256 .3453
24 .36366 .2960 -1.4046 -1.3900 1.4561 1.4211
36 1.0497 .9201 -2.5006 -2.5493 2.7121 2.7107
43 2.1656 2.0557 -3.1163 -3.2526 3.3065 3.6478
60 3.4922 3.4079 -3.0712 -3.2955 4.6506 4.7407
72 4.6025 4.6153 -2.3567 -2.6510 5.1703 5.3225
04 5.1359 5.3437 -1.1674 -1.4735 5.3157 5.5493
96 5.0690 5.4012 .1436 -.0321 5.0710 5.4019
106 4.3066 4.7449 1.1909 1.1694 4.4632 4,3669
120 3.1473 3.5334 1.6964 1.9413 3.5763 4.0359
132 1.9200 2.0357 1.5746 2.0193 2.4331 2.9031
144 .9222 .7534 .3944 1.3657 1.2947 1.5621
156 .3649 -.0937 -.1627 .1291 .3996 01625
166 .3660 -.2545 -1.3641 --1.3910 1.4123 1.41.41
•
.	 ^, ^•^.^^.^ ^
,A ^^	 ^-=eat	 ^ ^.^	
...
rTABLE M
a = 17 9000	 X() = 1.0 km,	 xa = .01 km/s
e = .001	 yo = 1.0 km	 po = .01 km/s J2 / 0
m
Time (hrs.)
x (kin) y (km) R (km)
Analytical. Numerical Analytical Numerical. Analytical Numerical
12 -5.4330 -5.7265 -11.196 -9.8802 11.553 11.419
24 -5.3963 -6.26'. 6 -23.018 -22.8442 23.642 23.686
36 1.0243 -.2816 -34.106 -34.553 34.121 34.555
48 12.203 10.842 -40.543 -41.893 42.340 43.273
60 25.264 24.313 -40.459 --42.799 47.699 49.223
72 36.598 36,636 -33.621 -36.851 49.697 51.963
84 42.819 44.512 -21.800 --25.427 48.049 51.263
96 41.988 45.725 -8.4619 -11.394 42.832 47.123
108 34.453 39.748 +2.4078 1.6073 34.537 39.781
120 22.672 27.941 7.8078 10.105 23.978 29.712
132 10.097 13.236 6.6514 11.713 12.091 17.674
144 -.0809 - .5861 -.3015 5.7899 .3122 5.8194
156 --5.6315 -9.8678 -11.119 -6.3438 12.464 11.731
168 -5.3791 -12.038 -23.316 -21.695 23.929 24.811
0
i"` `r y.i,'1^=^^C= --	 r t... -	 %^ ^	 'Yis;^ ' ^' s .^-r s: . -v- ps •.	 r-
T AB LE dY
a = 20 $000 km	 X0 = 1.0 km	 xo = .01 km/s
e = .001	 yo = 1.0 km	 yo = .01 km/s	 2
Time (hrs.)
x (km) y (km) R (knm)
Analytical Numerical Analytical Numerical Analytical Numerical.
12 12.439 12.660 8.3138 8.4921 14.962 15.244
24 25.827 26.500 10.169 10.286 27.757 28.427
36 38.758 39.816 6.2874 5.9627 39.265 40.260
48 48.921 50.074 -2.6480 -3.6902 48.992 50.210
60 54.447 55.232 -15.092 -16.867 56.500 57.750
74 2 54.228 54.290 -28.825 -31.037 61.413 62.536
84 48.133 47.331 -41.266 -43.513 63.399 64.293
96 37.261 35.719 -49.970 -51.846 62.333 62.959
108 23.674 21.564 -53.150 -54.426 58.184 58.543
120 10.110 7.6823 -50.249 -50.722 51.257 51.301
132 -,8132 -3.3527 -41.913 -41.372 41.921 41.507
144 -7.1295 -9.3127 -29.965 -28.210 30.801 29.707
156 -7.9050 -9.0567 -16.673 -13.669 18.452 16.397
168 -3.2543 -2.5861 -4.4052 -.6384 5.4769 2.6637
f
-	




-	 ,a^ya.-,.^:. Y^^:a .- .^ ^ . r-e..m	 ^	 - _	 .. ^	 ',ts.^-aP''^,^: ;a^9 : -,	 -^^^,.^ :r^Mgs^2''-"'.,^'.




s = 20,000 km	 xj = 1.0 km	 xa = .001 km/s
* = .0001	 yo = 1.0 km	 yo = .001 km/s
	 12 /0
Time (hrs.),
x (km) y (km) R (kin)
.Analytical Numerical Analytical Numerical Analytical. Numerical
12 2.1438 2.1665 1.7308 1.7477 2.7553 2.7835
24 3.4827 3.5514 1.9163 1.9260 3.9751 4.0401
36 4.7758 4.8835 1.5276 1.4920 5.0142 5.1064
48 5.7921 5.9102 .6338 .5255 5.8266 5.9335
60 6.3448 6.4264 -.6109 -,7937 6.3742 6.4753
72 6.3228 6.3330 -1.9846 -2.2119 6.6269 6.7082
84 5.7135 5.6376 -3.2285 -3.4610 6.5626 606152
96 4.6260 4.4772 -4.0999 -4.2955 6.1814 6.2046
108 3.2675 3.0623 -4.4180 -4.5549 504950 5.4887
120 1.9108 1.6748 -4.1286 -4.1858 4.5494 4.5085
132 .8187 .5720 -3.2951 -3.2521 3.3952 3.3020
144 01867 -.0231 -2.1009 -1.9373 2.1091 1.9374
156 .1095 .0033 -.7718 -.4845 .7795 04845










Yo = 1.0	 YQ = .01 `72 1 o
Time (hrs.)
x (km) Y (km) R (km)
Analytical Numerical Analytical Numerical Analytical Numerical
12 3.9966 4.0336 10.166 10.359 10.924 11.116
24 10.520 10.630 17.203 17.565 20.169 20.636
36 19.376 20.092 20.887 21.170 28.490 29.167
48 28.962 30.070 20.542 20.469 35.524 36.375
60 37.617 38.828 16.131 15.534 40.950 41.820
72 43.672 44.673 8.5252 7.3073 44.497 45.272
84 45.913 46.456 -1.0618 -2.6941 45.925 46.534
96 43.848 43.812 -10.743 -12.511 45.146 45.563
103 37.802 37.180 -18.614 -20.308 42.136 42,365
120 29.032 27.371 -23.127 -24.527 37.113 37.126
132 19.269 17.586 -23.462 -24.359 30.361 30.044
144 10.414 8.3780 -19.737 -19.811 22.316 21.510
156 4,0032 1.9678 -12.779 -11.708 13.392 11.872





a = 20,000 km	 x(o) =10 km do) = 0.001 km/sec
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a=20,D00km	 a(o)=1.0km	 x(o)=0.001 km/sec
® =0.0001	 y( o)=1.0 km	 y(o)= 0001 km/sec v
pp^
v	 F^
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The functions appearing (20) - (25) are




B2 Y (0) - D1 x (0)
^1	 .-
B2 C l w A2 r1




 D2 B 1 C2
Cl i (0) - A2 Y (0)
B2 C l - A2 01
where
i -^ n 4n^n
1 2n	 `n 45 2 —n2
3	 11 si n2	 1 
^` ^(- -1 1-^s 4 n2
+ F i6 a	 2-	 2 !6 a	 2H 2 (w0 n)
	
)l
B1 =1 +en 
4 ri 2 Tnn -8 n2
n	 4ii2,-n2
R', 2 	 n2	 3(%+n) -5 n 	 3NO ;. n) +5n
_	 _	 2
+E n 16 ( wa









C = 1+e n 8n 2 - nn - 16 n2
2n (2n +n) (2n -n)	 n
R 2
- 
1	 e n 2 s .in 2 t	 1	 !
8 ( a	 (w0 +n	 2 (w0 + n -n)2
	1 Rr 2 n 2 sin 2 	 3 ( wp + n) n + 5 n2
- I6 a	 w  + n ( w 0 + n + n-)2 (2 zi + w o + n)
3(wo +n)n-5n2
T
(w 0 +n-h-)2 [2n-NO + n)]
_ 1 - e n 2 4 n - n -	
RP 2 n 2 s.in2	 n2 ^- 2 (wo + n )2
1	 n 4n2 -n2 	 aa(wo + n)2 4 [n 2 ( w Q + n)2 1
^2=2N	 2n
n
(R.) 2n2 s g n2 ! 3 ( w8 +n) +5 n














	 n3 sin2 L
4 n' - n2	 2 a	 2 _ ( w0 + n)2
e n (n - n) _











 - (wo + n)2
4
+1 Re 2 n 3 sin2 t	 3(w0 +n)+5n '.
5 a	 wo+n
	 (wo+n+n) (2n+wo+n)





( wo + n))
•	 :5
The coefficiants of Equation (22) are
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1301 _	 n2 n- n2 
la	 a
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^3o i W _ n 4ri-n























n n +8 n
W +	 a1
2n 2n+n







-- a22n 2n -n
(23) are
R n -n
n 4 n 2- n2 150

















The coefficients of Equation (24) are
,310 1	 Re jj 3 sin 2 t1 x - ---^4	 a (WO + n) [n 2 _ (W° + u)2]
a3
r^iO 3 Re n sin s t
2x ' 16 a n 2
ao
- ( w0 + n)2
^ l0=- 1 
(!e)2
 
-- n2sin2t 3(wo +n)+ 5 na
3^ ra ( w° .. + n) [2 n + ( wo + R )] w0 + n + n	 1
/31^^_._^
1 (Re z n2 sin2t 3(w° +n) - 5n
4x 16 a (w° + n) [2 n - ( wo + n) w^ + n - n	 a1
10 Re 2 n2 si 2 t 3 (a:o + n) + 5 n
-5 x 16 (w° + n) [2 n + (w ° + n)] wo a2+ n + n
10
Re21 n 2 sin 2 t 3 NO + n)	 "' 5 n	 ,',•,
16 a (w° + n) [2 n - (w° + n)] w
° 









The coefficients of Equation (25) are
^j10_zti
1 y r- a2
n






3 Re n2 sin2 a3y 16 a (wQ + n) Cn-2 - ( w0 + n) 2^ 0 4
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1
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n 2 s i n 	 1+	






a (w 0 +n +	 ) 2	 2 (wo +n)
a
( 2 n +w 0 +n)	 1
X10 
r _ 1 Re 
z 
n 2 si n  	 3 n (w0 n) - 5 n2
8y	 8	 a	 (w +n--ri) 2	 +2(w0+n)(2n-w0-n') xiQ
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The numerical program is comprised of a MAIN routine and six (6) sub-
routines. The MAIN routine reads in the data (via 2 namelists) and writes out
the initial conditions. Execution starts by integrating the equations of motion
for the desired time period. Values for the orbital elements are written for
each time point® Upon completion of the integration the values for position and
velocity are plotted vs, time on the SD 4060®
e
%
PRECEDING PAGE PLANK NOT FLMFIJ
37
MAIN Routine Description
Purpose: To store initial values read in of the variables to be integrated. The
variables not read in are calculated from input variables. The following
variables are integrated-, k, 6 v t p m 9 6 VnP k 9 Y  i 2^ S,yO
and m are obtained from e and w by:
e Cos W
m = e sin w
u is defined as u v + we
The integrator (FNOL2) is then called. All values are calculated for each





Purpose: To compute values of the differentials to be used by the integrator
(FN01,2)
Method: The systems of differential equations
	 m, u ; and i x, y  z,
R, y, z^ are calculated from Equations (27), (9) and (10). the inter-
mediate variables used in the integration of these equations are ob-












Purpose: T® read in control parameters and initial conditions.
To write out Control parameters and initial conditions.
C ails a DATE 
FNOL2
PLOT
Method: All input through use of namellsts




Variables not in COMMON:
FORTRAN Name	 Format Description
A R*8 semi-major axis
E R* 8 eccentricity
1 R * 8 inclination
J I*4 no. of time points
R (500) R* 8 position
T (500) R* 8 time
V R* 8 true anomaly
W R*8 ardent of perigee
X R * S X--coorda
Y R* 8 Y-coordo
R* 8 Z -coord@
DR (500) R*8 velocity
NO I*4 a NOf
PL 1*4 control parameter to PLOT or
not to
PR I*4 control parameter to print
intermediate computed values
TF R*8 final time
TI R*8 initial time
XO 1R*8 distance between origins of 2
coordinate systems (X® on fig.
40


















µ = 30986032 D5
J20 = 1.0823D-3







Z -component of velocity
epoch date in forme YYMMDD.D
plot or not
longitude of ascending node
parameter to set w
" = 0.
parameter to print intermediate
values











Variables to be integrated in equations in terms of predefined
variables.





Variables not in COMMON:
FORTRAN  name Format Description
A R*8 semi-major axis
C R*8 variable used to compute v
E R* 8 eccentricity
I R* 8 inclination
N R*8 mean .motion
P R*8 semi-latus rectum
T R*8 time
U R*8 v + w
V R* 8 true anomaly
X R* 8 X--coord.
Y R*8 Y-coordo
Al R* 8 A,, intermediate parameter
A2 R*8 A2, intermediate parameter
BI 1R*8 B1, intermediate parameter
B2 8 B2 , intermediate parameter
C1 1R*8 C I , intermediate parameter
C2 R*8 C2, intermediate parameter
DA R*8 a, differential of seam-major axis
DE R*8, differential of eccentricity
DI R*8 i, differential of inclination
DP R*8, differential of semi-latus rectum
DV R*8 V, differential of true anomaly
DX R*8 jC, x-comp, of velocity
DY 1R*8 Y, y-comp of velocity
DI R*8 Di , intermediate parameter






dummy array of integrated values
S2, longitude of ascending node
w0
 , argument of perigee
X 0 , distance between origins of
dummy array of differentials
?^ differential of long. of ascending
node
wo, differential of arg. of perigee
E
J20µ = 3 .986032 D5















Xl0 , intermediate parameter
Y 00 , intermediate parameter
Y m t , intermediate parameter
Y A0, intermediate parameter
a0 , intermediate parameter
al , intermediate parameter
a2,intermediate parameter
a3, intermediate parameter
cos (i) intermediate parameter
cos (u) intermediate parameter
cos (v) intermediate parameter
c®tan (I) intermediate parameter
array of derivatives








































A, LF2 R* 8
























LA M6 R * 8
IAM7 R*8
LAMB R *8










































X (0), initial value of X-component
of velocity






























The analytic program is comprised of a MAIN routine and four (4) sub-
routines. The MAIN routine reads in the data (via 2 namelists) and writes out
the initial conditions. Execution starts by integrating the equations of motion





Purpose.- To store initial values read in of the variables to be integrated. The
variables not read in are calculated from those that acre. The following
are the variables that are integrated:
it d o is^aasio0
u is obtained from:
uWv¢wo
The integrator is then called. All values are calculated for each time point















To compute values of the differentials to be used by the integrator
(FNO Let)
Method.- i s 6 0 i s b p its *o are calculated by equations (3Q), (31), respectiv ely.






A 2 , D20 C2, D2B
a0 s a t  a 2 sa 3 a
X lA X 26X 3 g r a e m at 1 2
X 00 0 X61 s x10
Yo0 9 Y0 1 9 Fl o
-^ OO a X. 	 x10
Y0 0 9 Yol ® YYo














TF R*8 final time
TINCR R*8 integration time step
TI R*8 Initial time
INTP I*4 print interval
KUTMOL I*4 integration type
PRINT L*1 flag for intermediate values









A. Purpose: To read in control parameters and initial conditions.
To write out control parameters and initial conditions,
R. Calls: FN012
C. Methods All input through use of namnelistse
1, INITs
Variable Variable Name Format Description
x(0)s X0)8 Y(0)® Y(0)	 ZERO (4) 1R *8 initial value of pos & vel.
a A R*8 semi-major axis
e E R*8 eccentricity
i I R*8 inclination
v V R*8 true anomaly
Q OM R * 8 longitude of node
wo WO R*8 argument of perigee




Bo Common blocks used;
1 e E LEME NT















argument of perigee neglecting
periodic behavior
Pte Common blocks used:
1. ELEMENT
As E, I, ® Me V, U, WD
pA^ ► y^2 e I1V1EG
'T'F, TINCR a TI, INTP s. KUTMDL
3. CCNST




X, Y, X® @ DX, DY
H. DERIV
A. Purpose: To define variables to be integrated (differentials)
B. Called by e FN012
C. Mothod., Differentials defined in terms of variables previously defined
Da COMMON blocks used: CDNST: FJ2, FKU, RSQ, ZEROr	
k LAG: PRINT, J, NEQ.
ANS:	 X, Y, XD, DX, DY














C PURPOSE	 TO SOLVE THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF TWO SATELLITES NUMERICALLY
C	 I.F6	 COMPUTE	 VALIIFS	 ()F	 PnSITInN1
	 XoY,ZPR1	 VFLOCITYI	 X+ 9 Y 0 97 I 9 R ° 	 19
C	 SFMI-MAJ O R AXIS(	 A	 ) 9 	ECC; FNTRICITYf	 E	 1 9 	INCLINATION(	 1)9
C	 L,1INGIT11n F nF NnnF,	 ARC,IIMFNT OF	 PERIGEE,	 U,V AS	 A FUNCTION OF
C	 TIMF.
C
C PRnGRAM	 14RITTFN FOR R.	 RARSIERI
	
RY	 JOFL	 MASHRAUM	 1-1-71
C
C	 INPUT	 RY	 NAMFLIST
C	 1. NAMFLIST INTFG
C	 A.	 STFP	 = INT'.GRATInN	 STFP	 SIZE,	 TIME	 IN	 SEC.	 1600.	 1





G	 C.	 TF	 = FINAL	 TIME,	 SECS	 1	 86 9 400	 SEC	 =	 I	 DAY	 I
C	 n.	 INTP	 = PRINT	 FRFQUENCY 9 	INTEGRATIONS	 {	 1	 =	 EACH STEP	 1
C	 F.	 KIITf1nL = METHOD OF	 INTEGRATION
	 t	 2 = RUNGE-KUTTA F ADAMS-MOULTON
C	 F.	 EPOCH =	 OATF	 OF	 INITIAL CnNDITIONS
	
1	 720101.0	 1
C	 G.	 J20	 = nBLATENESS CONSTANT	 1	 0 * 0010823	 }
C	 2. NAMFLIST INIT
C	 A. X	 = X-COORDINATE OF	 POSITION	 1	 1.0	 }
C	 Rd	 Y	 = Y--COORD I NATE
	
OF POSITION	 f	 1.0	 1
c	 C.	 Z	 = Z-COORDINATE OF	 POSITION	 r	 I.0	 I
C	 XnOT	 = X-COORDINATE	 OF	 VELOCITY	 f	 0.1	 }
C	 YnOT	 = Y-COORDINATE OF	 VELOCITY	 r	 0.1
	
1
c	 ZnnT	 = Z-GOnRnINATE OF VELOCITY	 f	 0.1
	 )
G	 G.	 A	 = SEMI-MAJOR	 AXIS	 r	 1500.	 KM	 }
C.	 H.	 E	 = ECCENTRICITY	 1	 0.01	 }
C	 I.	 I	 = INCLINATION(DEG)	 1	 45.	 1
c	 J. OMEGA = LONGITUDE nF	 NODE- 9 	DEG	 1	 45.	 1
C	 K. w	 = ARG11MENT OF	 PERIGEES
	
DEG	 8	 ().0	 I
C	 L.	 V = TRUE ANOMALY9 DEG	 f	 000	 1
C	 M. VnMEGA = FLAG TOSET MY	 t WY I 	= 0	 1	 1	 1
C	 N.	 KPRINT= FLAG	 TO PRINT VARIOUS INTERMEDIATE VALUES
	
r	 0	 1








DIMFNSION R150001,nR4500019 T45 000I
nlMFNs jnN TY P E 15, 3 }
COMMON / INCnN p/ ASE°I9 (1MEGA94d9UgX , YgZ,XDOT7YDO T9ZDOT
COMMON /PLO T S/ T,R,0R9J
COMMON /CONST / TF,STEP , TI,INTP,KIITMOL,EPDr H,FMU9J209RSO
COMMON /FLAG/ Xn, Kf)MEGA,KPRINT,KPLOT
DATA FLFM,OELM / 40*0.DO /
DATA YFSPNn / I YFS I ,°NO ° /9PL,PR/ °RIO 090 NO °
DATA TYPF / I R0NGF-K11 1 9°TTA THRO°,'UGHOUT 1 92 * 9	 I,
I I Rl1Nr;F-Kll ° , ° TTA ANn ° P I ADAh}S -MO° 9 ° LILTON	 ° 9 °	 ° r
2 I RIINGF -911 9 , I TTA WITH I 9 ° FRRf)R C Q 9'ALCULATI ° 9 °ON	 $/
NAMFLIST / INTEG/ STEP9T19TF , INTP,KUTMOLPFPOCH9J20
NAMELIST / INIT/ X,Y,Z9XDnT ,, YrY+ T,ZnOT9A , F,I,OIMEG AgWvV9KOMEGA,KPRINT
9 9KPL,nT
RAMANM = X / 57.295 7 795 1 308?3
RFAn f 5 9 INTFG )
R E A () r 5 o I N I T 1
I= R A	
^	 g^T^ ^^^^ ^
D I A N 1 I}	 '	 K NOT FlUl









L = E	 DCOSfW 1
M * E • DS INIW 6
U=W+V	 00005700
ELEMf 11 = X
ELEMQ 21 = Y
ELEMI 31 = Z
FLEMI 41 * A
ELM 51 = L
ELEMI 61 = I
ELFM( 7) = OMEGA
ELEMf BI * M







1 FORMAT{ eta 1
WRITE(692)
2 FORMATS 30X9I041H*1910X9 4 INITLAL C0NOITlnPIS 0 910X910f1H*1 D
CALL DATES FPOCH 1
WAITE46 9 31 X9Y9Z
3 FORMATE t - P(15ITinN VECTOR 	 4910X90X = 0 9 015.59IOX9 0 Y = 09015.59
U 10X9 B Z = 0 001505 1
WRITE(6 4 4) XDOT 9 VOOTq ZDOT
4 FORMAT{ 0 0VELOCITV VEC TOR 49 9X90X00 = 1 9D150599X0 0 Y 90 = 49015.59
U 10M 4 4 Z 00 = 1 901505 )
WRITE16 9 51 A9Eglv0MEGA9W9V9J209KOMEGA
5 FORMATI /39Xv 0 CEhI-MAJOR AXIS IA) * 0 9 020010/42X9 4 ECCENTRICETY IE1
1 = 1 020.10/42X9 0 INCLINATION IM = 0 9D20010/23X9 4 LONGITUDE OF00
2 4 ASCENDING NODE (OMEGA) = 4 9D20.10 /35W ARGUMENT OF PERIGEE IW1
3= 0 9020.10/42X9 4 TR0E ANOMALY (V1 = 0 9D20010/42 W ORLATENE SS fJ20)
4= 0 9020010/52X0 4 f1MEGAX = 0 9 12 1
IF[ KPLOT 1 PL = YES
IFf KPRINT0NE00 1 PR = YES
WRITE(6 9 6) PL9PR
6 FORMAT( ////4SX 9 0 PLOT = B 9 A4 9 SX 9 0 PRINT = 0 9A4 1
WRITEf6 9 7) fTYPEfJOKUTMOLIOJ=19519STEP9INTP
7 FORMAT( ////48X 9 0 INTEGRATION PARAMETERSB/48X922f1Hw)//45X9




IFB KPLOT 1 CALL PLOT
WRITE16991










DATA MONTH/ ° JAN09 B FER 09 9 MAR 09 9 APR o v 9 MAY 0 9 °JUNE ®9
U °JULY a , ® AUG s , 'SEPTvv ® OCT 0 9 9 NOV I 9 A DECO
YR : EPOCH ! I.D4
YEAR : 1900 + YR
J1 = EPOCH — YR * 1904
MO n JI / I.D2
DA s JI — Mn * 1.02
H1 a EPOCH — VR * 1.D4 — MO * 1.02 — DA
HR s M1 * 102
MIN a HI * I.D4 w NR * I.D2
SEC s H1 * I.D6 — MIN * 1.D2 — HR * loD4
WRITE16 9 51 MONTH4MO)vDAvYEAR9HRgMIPdsSEC
5 FORMATQ ////44X9 a EPOCH m a v A4 9I39 B 9 B 91 4 95 X vI2v' MRS 091290 MINS s,








































VFRS1nN nF 12 -23 -70







FLFM — ARRAY nF ELEMENTS
OUTP1JT






(. 0 L (? ° 5
10 1ne 6































C	 COMPUTE FREUVENTLY USED TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
C
DIMENSION	 FLEM(1)9DELM(1)9ELF12019DFL(?n) 00002HOO
COMMnN /FLAG/ x0 9 KOMEGAgKPRINTgKPLOT
cOMMnN	 /C(3NST/	 TF 9 STEP 9TIoINTPoKI)TMOL9EPOCH,FMU9FJ79PSO
F0111VALENCE	 ISLE	 (1)9X)o(ELE	 (?) 9 Y)oIELE	 (3)9719 00003500
1(ELE
	









9J9DIJ)94DEL( 10) oDDX )91DELIII)90DY)g(DEL(12)90DZ)
C	 RESTnRE INPUT ARRAYS FOR EQUIVALFNCE STATEMENT 00004200
C DO 20	 1=1910 
C ELFIIF=ELFM(I) 00004400
C	 20 DEL I)=DFLM(I) 00004500
NAMFLIST	 /TRIG/ cnSV9SINVgcnSUgSINU9COS49SINI9COS2IJ9SIN2U9SiN2I9 00004600
U	 CflS2I9TANIJ9,COTI 000047UO







NAMFLIST	 /NAM4/ WXgWY9WZ 9 DW;'oDWYgDWZ 00005100
NAMFLIST	 /NAM5/ nX9DYgDZ9DDX 9 DDY9DDZ 00005200
DO 20	 1=1912 00005300
20 FLF(I)=ELFMII) 00005400
IF(	 KPRINT.FQ.O	 I	 GOTO 500
WRITE(6920011
2001 FORMAI( o 0	 ENTER°	 1
WR1TF16 9 2000)	 1ELEM1119DELM11),1=19131
2000 FOR14ATI	 22x9eELEMENTSeg9Xg°DERIVATIVES°//11OX92D20.A11
500 CONT I NIJE
E	 = DSART(	 L *L + M*M	 I
IF(	 DARSIMI.LF.I.0-30	 .AND.
	 DARS(L).LF.I.D-30	 1	 GOTO 50





















DENOM = 1.00 + L * COSI) + M * SINU





	 L* SINU - M * COSU 1
*	 *(	 1.D0 - 300 * SINI
1SINI*SINU*SINUI/XO**4+P	 *SINI*SINI*SIN2U/XO**5)
DI=-41.500 *FMU*FJ2 *RSQ*SIN21 * SINU*COSUI /( FN*A*A *DSART4 I.DO- E*IU )
} 1	 *XO**31
DOM=41I *TAN4)/ (SINI )
DL = M * DOM * COSI	 -19500 * FMU * FJ2 * nsQRT(
	 1.00 - E*E I* RSQ
1'	 /	 FN / A *(	 SINU *(	 19DO -3 * DO * SINT	 *	 SINI*SINU * SINU )/
2	 XO **4 +(	 XO* L
	
/ P	 +(	 1	 DO + XO / P	 1* COSU
	
)* SINT *	 SINI
3	 SIN20 / XO* *4 	I
DM = -L * DOM * COST +1.500 * FMU * FJ2 * RSO *DSQRT(
	 1.00 - E*C-
i	 / FN / A *(	 COSU *(	 I.DO -39DO * SINI	 * SINI	 * SINU * SINU	 1/
2	 XO**4 -4
	
XO* M / P	 +(	 I.DO + XO / P	 1* SINU	 1* SINI
	 * SINI
3	 SIN2U / XO**4	 I
DP = ()A *d
	
I.DO - L*L - M*M )	 -2000 * A *4	 L*DL + M*DM 1
DU = FN * A * A * DSQRT4
	 1.00 - E*4E	 I	 1 XO**2 - DOM * C'OSI
0X0 =	 d DA *(	 100 - L*L - M*M 1 -2.DO * A *4	 L * DL + M * DM	 1)
f i	 DFNOM - A *(	 I.00 - L*L - M*M )*( 	 DL * COSU - L * DU * SINU
E	 + DM * SINU + M * DU * COSU I / DENOM / DENOM
IF(KPRINT.E0.1)
	 WRITE(6PNAM31


















A2=2.DO* (WY *DZ-DY *WZ ) +Z *DWY -V *DWZ+WX * (Z*WZ+V*WY )
A3 = -WZ *WZ -WY*WY+FM(I/XO**3-4 1.5DO*FMU*FJ2*R SQ/XO**51
I	 *(1.nO-3 . DO*SINI * SINI*SINU* SINU)
82=2 * DO*4DX*WZ-DZ*WX I+X*DWZ-Z*DWX+WY*{Z*WZ+WX*(X+X01 I
53=-WX OWX-W Z*WZ+FMU /XO**3-4 1 . 5DO*FMU*FJ2*RSQ/XO**59*SINI*SINI*
COS2U
C2=2 oDO* ( DY *W X-WY * o DX+DX01 1+Y *DWX-X * DWY+WZ * ( WY*Y+WX* X D-XO*DWY














































1100 DO 110 1=1012
	 00011900
110 DELMII1 =DELIII	 00012100
IFIKPRINT,E ® el1 WRITE(60AMS)
IF( KPRINToE0a0 1 GOTQ 99
WRITEI6920021















DIMENSION TIME(500)9VEL ( 50019POS(500)
I}IMENSION T(500)9R(500D9V4500D9Z(200)
COMMON /PLOTS/ TIME9POS9VEL9J
C CONVERT FROM nOUBLF PRECISION ARRAYS TO SINGLE PRECISION
DO 10 I= 19J
Till = TIME(ID
R(T) = POS(Il
10 V(I) = VEL(ID
CALL MODESG( Z90
CALL SETSMG( Z9649 0¢0
 D
CALL GRAPHG( Z9J9T9R9139 ' TIME ( SECS ) 0 9 159 0 POSITION ( KM 109179
U 'TIME VS. POSITION t D
CALL LINESG( Z9J9T9 R D
CALL PAGEG( Z909191 D
CALL GRAPHG( Z9J,T9V9139°TIME ( SECS ) e 9199 9 VELOCII'Y ( KM/SEC )°9
U 179 0 TIME VS. VELOCITY 0 D
CALL LINESG( Z9J9TvV I
CALL PAGEG( 2909191 D














DOUBLE PRECISION X09YD 9YAvYCgYPgY1 4520
DIMENSION	 Y150)vn45019YB4300699GI243019r,I313019GI4(30)9EF43019 4530
IEFII3019EF,243010FF3430D9Y14306vERROR13010HA43019YA45010DA45019 4560





C SUBROUTINE	 FNOL2(JvN9G9L9M9NE9X9Y9DvDERIVOTERM9OUT) 4630
4 NA=O 4650
5 NB= 1 4660
6 NF=0 4670







C DO 200	 1=19LN 4750
C 200 YD(I)=DBLE1Y(1)) 4760
C XD n nBLE(X) 4770




15 IF(NE)18916 9 18 4820
16 JA=4 4840
17 GO TO 22 4830
18 RE1=10.D0**4-ENE) 4850
19 RE2=10.D0**(-ENE-3.000) 4860
20 REM* 10.#00** ( -FNE -1 .5D0 ) 4870
21 JA=1 4880
22 DO 25	 1 = 19N 4890






CALL TERM 4X 9Y ODvF ) 4940
IF(DABSIF)-1.OD-9)	 7319 73195209 4950
5209 CONTINUE 4960




300 EF(I) = D41) 5010
C	 27 CALL OUTPUT'.X9YvngFRROR9NvL 9 H) 5020
27 CALL DUT4':vYvD9ERROR9NvL0H) 5030
28 FD=Y(N+1) 5050
29 IFIJ-2)	 309129930 5060
30 GO TO019370507)9JA 5070
31 DO 33 1 = 19LN 5080
32 YAII)0041) 5090
33 DA4I)=D4I) 5100
34 GO TO 37 5110
35 HBmH 5120
36 Hu2.IDO*H 5130
37 H02 = .5DO*H 5146
400 39	 I' 1 vii 5150
38 V81 I9NOI &D(1
 ) 5160XL s D(1) * H02 5170










40 CALL	 DERIV	 IX9Y9GH2)




43 CALL	 DERIV	 4X9V9G13)











XL=4D(I)	 +	 2.DO*(GI2411	 +	 G1341)) +G14(1)I*HD6
49 YCII)=YD(I)+XL
51 YD(19=YAII)
52 ERRnR 4 I D -0.00
53 JA=3
54 GO TO 35
55' DO 57	 I=19N
XL=4D(I)	 +	 2.D0*(GI2(1)	 + GI341)) +GH44I))*HD6
56 Y041)=YD(1)+XL
C	 57 ERRnRIH)xSNGL4YD1H1-YP(1))/15.
57 ERRnR( I ) =4YD(I )-YP (1 ) un	 Do
58 JA=1










65 GO TO 681
66 DO 68	 I=19N
XL=4n4H1	 +	 2mDO*(GI211)	 + G1a(1)) +GI4(1))*HD6
67 YD(1)=YD(I)+XL
68 ERRnR I I )q-O.DO
681 DO 69 I=19N








73 HFIr)ASSIF)-I.OD -9 	173197319733
731 NF=5
732 GO TO 124
733 1FIF)749124976
74 FA=1.D0
















































































	 [ Z ION 3870
IF(Y(I8)886t885,886 5880
885 HA(11 n 1000,,00 5890
GO TO 95 5900
866 IF(EC18809890,87 5910
87 IF1DABS(Y11 )) —EC I	 880,880e890 5920
880 IF(DABS(ERROR(III —RE2)	 8829949881 5930
881 IF(DABS(ERRORB()) —REl)94994,882 5940
882 HA(I)=H*(REM/(DABS(ERRORI I))+.0000000001DOt) **(o2D08 5950
883 GO TO 95 5960
890 IF((DABS(ERROR(II/Y(I88 —RE2)8929949891 5970
891 IFI (DABS(ERROR (I ) /Y (I) I —RE I )94,94,892 5980
892 HA(II zH*(REM/(DABS(ERROR(I)/Y(I)8+.00000000010018**(o2D0) 5990
893 GO TO 95 6000
94 HA(I) nH 6010
95 CONTINUE 6020
96 HI=OABS(HA(N)) 6030
97 DO 98 I x I9N 6040
C 98 HBn AMIN1(A8S(HA(I))9HB) 6050
96 HI=DMIN1(DA8S(HA(I)1,H6 ) 6060
99 IF mA8S(H) —HB11009117,101 6070
100 IF(0ABS4HZI—OABS(H)110191019116 6080







107,105 9 105 6140
105 XD=XO—H 6150
106 GO TO 109 6160
107 XO- XD--2. DO*M 6170
108 HZ - H
109 H=OSIGNI"8 9 H8 6190
X=XD 6200
C X=SNGL(XD) 6210
CALL DERIY4X 9 Y,D8 6220
CALL	 TERM(X eY,(DoF ) 6230
110 N8x1 6240
III XABS-OABS(.000001DO*X) 6250
112 IF(DABS(H) —XABS111391139117 6260
113 NG=NG+1 6270
114 Hx DSIGN(XABS,H) 6280
115 IF(NG —	 108124 8 150 9 150 6290
150 W RITE(691261)	 K 6300
1261 FORMAT (IH1 9 107HEXECU TInN TERMINATED BECAUSE INTERVAL OF	 INTEGRATI 6310
ION LESS THAN 190E --6 TIMES
	




118 IF(	 (Y1N+1)—F0)-Y(N+2))2991199119 6360
119 FD=FD+Y(N+2) 6370




,-124 CALL OUTPUT(X,Y9D9ERROR9N9L9H) 6420
124 CALL OUT(X9Y,D9ERROR9NaL9HI 6430
125 IFINF-4129929,126 6440












135 GO TO 137 6540
136 N8=10 6550
137 H024 =H/24.00 5560
DO 138	 I=1cN 6570
XL =(55.00*D(%l	 —59400*EF1(1)	 +37,D0*EF2(1)	 —9.DO*EF3I111*HD24 uy80
YPI1l=YD(I)+XL 6590




139 CALL DERIV(XeY,EF) 66
140 DO 142 I n IeLN 6650
141 VA(1)=YD(1) 6660
142 DA(1)=D(I) 6670
143 DO 148	 1 = leN 6680
XL	 *	 (9 * D0*EFII)	 +19 * D0*D(1)	 — 5.00*EFI(1)	 +EF2(11)*HD24 6690
144 YD(I)uYD(1)+XL 6700
C 145 ERRnR(1) =— SNGL(YD(I) —YP(I))/14. 6710













SUBROUTINE TERM( TvELEMgDELM9cnND t
IMPLICIT RFAL*84A—H9O —ZqS)
COMMON /CONST/ TF9STIEPQTIvINTMoKUTMOL,EPOCH,FMUvFJP,RSO
DIMENSION ELEM(HIa DELM M















#X9Y ► D ► ERROR9N9L ► H1
IMPLICIT REAL*8IA—H90—Z)
DIMENSION Y#9)904919ERROR M
DIMENSION 89500019 V4500019 T(5060)
DIMENSION DEG#51
COMMON /FLAG/ X09 K0MEGA9KPRINT9KPL0T
COMM9IN /PLOTS/ T 9 R 9V 9J
DATA TPI/ 6,.2831853972
VMAGIX®Y9Z) = DSART# X*X + V*Y 4 Z*Z )
DEGREEIX) * X * 5792957795130823
J = J + 1
RIJ1 = VMAG( Y(I)9Y#2)9Y#3) 1




WRITE46 9 41 R (J)9VIJ)
4 FORMAT#'0 0 925X9 0 POSITION = '9020.10915X ► O VELOCITY = 8 9D20.10 !
E = VMAGI Y#519Y#8)90.00 1
IF# DABS(YIS)1 * LE.1.D-30 .AND. DABSfYd8))oLE * 1 * 0-30 1	 GOTO 50
W = DATAN2( Y#8) 9Y451 D
GOTO 60
50 W = 0*D0
60 CONTINUE
V2 = YI9) — N
!12 = DMOO( V29TPI 1
M = DMODd w f TPI )
Y161 = DMDD9 Y46) 9 TR1 I
Y47) = DMODI Y471 9 TP1 )
V191 : I1MQD# Y#9) 9 TP1 )
DEG#1) = DEGREE# Y( 71 )
DEG12) = DEGREE( W )
DEG#3) * DEGREEI Y# 9) )
DEG(4) - DEGREEI YI 611
DEC(51 - DEGREEI V2 )
WRITE#6 ► 10011 X9#Y(I)9I=103)
1001 FGRMAT4 0m8 9 4X9 0 TIME (SEC) = 0 9015 * 898X9 0 X (KM) * 09015.898X9
1 OY (KM) _ 1 9015 * 898X9 8 2 (KM1 = 0 401598 1
WRITE4691002)	 X09ID8110=193)
1002 FORMAT( 9 0 0 97X® 8 X0 #KM) = 8 9 D15.8 9 3X ► 9 X 8B (KM/SEC) _ '9015.893X9
2 9Y9' (KM/SEC) as 6 015.893X9 9 Z 00 IKM/SEC1 = 0901598)
W RITE#6910031 YI419E9Y(619DEG(4)
1003 FORMATI 0 0 8 98X9 0 A 9KM1 = 0 9015 * 899X ► O ECCEN = 0 9015,8910X9'INCL = '
3 ► D15.89 8 RAD = 0 9015.89 8 DEG')
WRITE4691004) V#7)9DIGI1)9 W 9BEG12D
1004 FORMAT# 0 0 0 98X9 0 L.A *N. : 0 9 DI5.8 9 9 RAO a '9D15 * 89 0 DEG091OX9
4 O ARG nF PER = 8 9 015.89' RAD = 0 9D15989 0 DEG01
WRITE(691005) V29DEG(5)9Y9919DEGf3)
1005 FORMATl o Vl*13X9 0 V = '9015.89 8 RAO = '9D15.89' DEG 9 919X9'U = 00
5 015.80 8 RAO = 0 9D15.89 0 DEG')
WRITE16910061 Y1519Y(81










DIMENSION R850001 9 V45000Dm T450001
COMMnN /FLAG / XOg KOMEGAgKPRINTtKPLOT
COMMON / INCOND / AgEgIgOMEGAgW,U #XoYgZoXDOTgYDOTgZIDOT
COMMON /CONST / TF9 STEP v719INTPQKUTMOLgFP0CHvFMU9FJ29R50
COMMON /PLOTS/ T,RgVeJ
DATA FMUv RSO
	 / 3.986032D5t 4.D6K09AIl7/
DATA T ip R gV gJ / 15000*0.DO90 /
DATA A,E v v 9nmEf AgU 9 W/ 1.5D4g 1.t3-2 9
 3*45. Dog- 0mDO
DATA STEPgTIoTF 9 1NTP,KUTM®L/ 6.D2g0 . D0gp.h4O49192
DATA EPOCH) 720101-00
DATA X,0 0 Z / 3*1.00 /
DATA XDOT9YDOTgZDOT / 3*1.D- 1/
DATA	 FJ2 / 1.OP230-3 /








C TWO SATELLITE MOTION STUDY — ANALYTIC THEORY







COMMnN / ELMENT / AgE,IgnMqvqUqW 0
COMMON /INTEL/ TFgTINCRgTI9INTP9KUTMOL
COMMnN / CnNST / FJ2gFM0gRSQ9ZERn
COMMON /FLAG/ PRINT,JgNEA
COMMnN /4NS/ X,Y,XO,DXIDY
RADIAN(X) - X / 57.2957795130823
DATA TYPE / G RUNGE-KU a ,°TTA THRn D 9 9 UGHOUT 9924g
	
gq
I a RllNGE-KU°, 0 TTA AND 9g0 ADAMS-Mn e , 8 UL70N 	 099	 of







1001 FORMAT( 254 1) 935X9 0 ANALYTIC SOLUTION OF TWO—SATELLITE MOTION g




5 FORMAT( 30X,10flH*)910Xo Q INITiAL CONDITIONS 0 91OX,I0(IH*) D
WRITE(6 9 81 A,E,I 9 OMgWO , V9 Fj2gZERO(IIgZERO(31,ZEAO(219ZERO(41
R FORMAT( /39X, # SEM► I—MAJOR AXIS (A) = 0 ,D20,10/42X9 0 ECCENTRICITY (E)
1	 0,020.10/42W INCLINATION ( I) = °gD20.10/26X9°LONGITUDE OF69
2 e ASCENnING NOnF QOM) = Qg D20.10i34Xg g ARGUMENT OF PERIGEE (WO) se
3 D21.10/	 42X96TR0E ANOMALY IV) _ l 9D20. 10/42Xg 4 0BLATENESS (J20)
4= °gD20.10/57X9 ® X = O D2 ,3910/57X9 0 Y = B D?n.10/56Xg 0 X 9Q




7 FORMAT( ////48 W INTEGRATION PAR4METERS0/48Xg22(lH—)//45X,
I O MFTH(In	 9,5AR/45Xq'STEP5IZIE	 0gD20.10/45X,gPRINT FREQUENCY
2 9 18/45X9 a NUM(TER OF ELUATIONS = 1121
WRITF(6911
U - V + WO





FLEMI 1) = A
FLFMI 20 r	 E
ELEM( 31 = I
ELEM( 41 = OM





















GALL FNGL24 KUTMnL o NEQ, TINCRsLLeINTPoNEvTIeE LEMB®ELMS
WRITE-(6991
9 FORMAT I °






















SUBROtJTINF nERIV( TgEL9DEL )
IMPLICIT RFAL *8(A—HqO—Z)





EQUIVALENCE (ELEMI 11gA)9 (ELEM( 21 9
 E)o (ELEM( 3)91)9
E	 (ELEM( 41 9 OM1 9 (ELEM( 5) MY IELEM( 6)oWO)
EQUIVALENCE (DELM( 1)9DA)q
	
(DELM( 2) 9 DE )p (DELM( 319DI)9
E	 IDELM( 419DOM) 9 (DELM( 510U) 9
 (DELM( 6)90W0)
COMMON / CONST / FJ29FMUPRS09ZERO
COMMON /FLAG/ PRINTgJ9NEQ
COMWIN/ ANS / XgYgXOgDX90Y
COMMON / ALFA / ALF09ALF19ALF29ALF3
NAMELIST /TRIG/ cnsv9S[NVvC0SUgSINU9COSIg SIN[ gCOS2lJpSIN2U9SIN2I9
U cnS2I9TAN()9COTI
NAMELIST /NAM2/ Vgllq I@PPXO g N
NAMELIST /NAM3/ DAg0E9DPgCoDVgDW0qDIqDOM
NAMELIST /NAM4/ X00gX0IoX10




NAMELIST / LAMBDA / LAMI9LAM29LAM39LAM49LAM59LAIM69LAM79LAM89
N	 LAM99LAM109LAM119LAM12
NAMELIST / COEF1 / A1gBl gC1901gALF3DoALF3N
NAMELIST / COFF2 / A29B29C2902
NAMELIST/ TIMEO 1 TX09TY09TDX09,TDYO
C
C	 SUBROUTINE DFRIV COMPUTES THE DERIVATIVES OF THE ELEMENTS ,ARRAY,
C
C	 INPUT
C	 T	 — TIME
C	 ELEM	 — ARRAY OF ELEMENTS
C
C	 OUTPUT






I	 t7M()D (I g 3.602 )
WO = DMOD(W093.692)
IF( .NOT,PRINT ) GOTO 500
C	 WRITE(692001)










P=A*(I .DG -E*E )
N = DSQRT( FMU / A / A / A )
OWO = .751)0 *N *FJ2 *RSQ /P /P *I 5.DO * COSI**2 — 100 1
20 V - t) —WO
XO = P / $ 1 *00 $ E * DCOS(v) )
RDA = RSQ /A /A
NPO = N * WO











TF1 PRINT 1 WRITE469TRIGa
C = COSV *1 la00 -300 * SINI
c	 -1 lano + X0 / P 1* SINI
IF4 PRINT 1	 WRITE(69NAM2 1
* SINI * SINU * SINU )/ XO**4










DA = -3.DO * FMU * FJ2 * RSA / XO**4 /( N * DSQRTI 19DO - IE*E 11
1	 *Ii IaDO -3.DO * SINI*SINI*SINU*SINU 1 * E * OSINIVI +
2	 P / XO * SINI * SINI * SIN2U 1
DE = -EPS * FMU * RSA / XO**4 * DSARTI I.DO -E*E I / N / A *4i
1	 I*DO -39DO * SINI*SINI * SINII*SINU a* DSIN(VI + XO / P *4 E
2	 * nCD54V1 *1 DCOSIV) +2.DO 1 + E a* SINI*SINI * SIN2U I
DI = -FPS * FMU * RDA * SIN2I
	 *	 SINU	 * cnsu
	 / N
D OSARTI I.DO - E*E 1 / XO / XO / XO
DnM = Of * TANU	 / SINI
DU = N * A * A * OSQRT4 1.00 - E*E 1 / XO**2 	 DOM * COST
NEAR = N + DOM * COSI
DnCI	 DOM * COSI
WRITF(69NAM6)
NPN = NBAR + N
NMN = NBAR - N
TNPN = 2 * DO * NBAR + N
TNMN = 2.DO * NBAR - N
NSS = NAAR * NOAR * SINI * SINI
OZT = RnA * NBAR *t I.DO -1.5DO * SINI * SINI a / 6.D0
IF( PRINT I
	 WRITE(69NAM31
Al - 0.500 / NBAR+ E / 2 * DO * NPAR / N *1 N-4.00 * NBAR U TNPN
I	 TNMN +3.00 / 16.D0 * RDA * NSS /NAAR * EPS /
t	 (NBAR**2 - N pn**2) + EPS * nZT / 2.D0 1 NBAR / NBAR
B1 = 1.n0 + E	 * NBAR / N *1 4 *00 *NBAR**2 + N*NBAR -8 * D0 *N*N a
1	 /Q 4.00 *NBAR**2 - N*N D + EPS * RDA * NSS / 16.DO
2	 / NPO	 *4-4 3.DO *NPO +5.DO *NBAR a/(NPN+W0)
3	 /1 TNPN +W0 I + 3.00 *NPO -500 *NBAR /I NPO-NHAR I/4TNPN-W0Ia
Cl = 100 + E * NBAR *((NBAR +8.D0 * N )/ TNPN +f 3.DO * NBAR
I
	
-A-DO * N D/ TNMN )/ 2.D0 / N + EPS *4 OZT/ NBAR - RDA * NBAR
2	 * NSS *f 3.D0 * NPO + 5.00 * NBAR 1/ 16.DO
3	 NPn /f NPN + WO 1**2 /a TNPN + WO I - RDA / S.DO * NSS
4	 / f NPN + WO I**2 + RnA * NSS * NBAR
5	 *4 -3.DO * NPn +5.D0 * NBAR 1 / l6 * DO / NPO /f WO-NMNI**2
6	 /1 TNMN - WO I - RDA * NSS / RoDO
Y	 4 WO - NMN I**2 1
Dl = I.DO -E * NBAR**2 /N *( 4.DO * NBAR - N a/ TNMN 1 TNPN + EPS
1	 * RnA * NSS / 2.DO / NPn / NPO *i NAAR * NBAR / 2 * DO / I NBAR
2	 * NAAR - NPn * NPn i - 1.D0 )
A2 = 2 * DO * NBAR *f 1 * 00 + E * NAAR / N 1 - EPS * RDA * NSS / R.DO
1	 / NPn *1(3.no * NPn +S.DO * NRAR 1/f TNPN + WO I +( 3.00 # NPO
2	 -SaDO * NBAR a/( TNMN - WO )1
82 = E * 2.nO * NBAR * NBAR * NMN / TNMN / TNPN + EPS * RDA * NSS
I	 * NBAR / 2.Dn / 4 NBAR *NAAR - NPO * NPO 1
C2 = -E * NBAR * NMN / TNMN
	 TNPN -EPS *i 0.37500 * RDA * NSS
I	 Q NBAR * NBAR - NPn * NPn a + OZT/ NBAR a
n2 = -2 * D0 * NBAR *f 1.00 + E * NBAR / N I + EPS *4 --2.DO s OZT+
I	 RDA * NSS *14 3 * DO * NPn +S.DO * NAAR)/ ( NPN + WO ) * NBAR
2	 NPn /47NPN + WO 1
	
- ( 3.DO * NPO -5.00 * NBAR 1/1 NMN
3	 + WO ) * NBAR / NPO / ( TNMN - WO I1 / 8 * D0 + ROA * NSS /4.00
4	 *Q I.DO /Q NPN + W0 I- I WO - NMN aaa
ALF3N = Cl * ZERn(21 - A2 * YERn43)








ALPO =	 f	 D2	 *	 ZERD(1)	 -81
	 *	 ZER0441	 I/f	 Al	 *	 D2	 -	 At
	 * C2	 D
ALF1 =	 1	 82	 * ZERD(31	 -D1
	 * ZERn(2)	 1/(	 R2	 * Cl
	 -	 A2 *	 D1	 )
ALF2 =	 I	 Al	 *	 ZER0441	 -C2	 *	 ZERnf11
	
1/I
	 Al	 *	 02	 -	 91	 *	 C2	 F
ALF3 =	 f	 Cl




LAM1 = -(	 NBAR**2 +R.D0 *N *NBAR	 I/ 2.Dn *(	 4.DO * NBAR + N
	 1/
1 TNPN * ALF1
LAM2 =	 f	 3,00 * NBAR**2 -A.DO *N *NBAR
	 I/	 2.DO *(	 4.DO * NBAR -N)
1 / TNMN * ALF1
LAM3 = -1	 NBAR**2 +900 *N *NBAR	 )/ 2.DO *( 4.DO # NBAR + N
	 I/
1 TNPN * ALF2
LAM4 =	 (	 3.DO * NBAR**2 -A * DO *N *NBAR	 1/ 2000 *(	 4 * D0 * NBAR -N)
1 / TNMN * ALF2
LAMS = -NBAR / N *
	 ( 4.DO * NBAR - N
	 1/ 2.00 * ALFO
LAME = 2.DO * NBAR**2 / N * NMN * ALF3
LAM7 = RDA * NSS
	 * NAAR / NPO * ALF3
LAMA = .7500 * RDA * NSS
	
/ NBAR * ALFO
LAMS = RDA * NSS
	 *(	 3.DO * NPO +5.DO * NBAR	 )/ 4*00
1 /	 (WO + NPN	 I	 * ALF1
LAM10 = -RnA * NSS
	 *(	 3.D(? * NPO -5.D0 * NBAR
	 P	 /
1 4.00 /	 ( WO - NMN	 )	 * ALF1
LAM11 = RDA * NSS(
	 3.DO * NPO +5 * 00 * NBAR	 1
1 4.DO /	 ( WO + NPN	 )
	 * ALF2
LAM12 = RDA * NSS
	 *(	 3000 * NPn -5.D0 * NBAR
	 )	 I
1 4.DO /	 i WO -  NMN	 1*	 ALFP
IF(	 T.GT. O.DO





IF(	 .NnT.PRINT 1	 GOTO 400
TXO = ALFO * Al
	 + ALF2 * B1
TYO = ALFA * Cl + ALF3 * D1
TDXO = ALF1 * A2 + ALF3 * 82
TDYO = ALFO * C2 + ALF2 * 02
WRITE( 6 9 1 IMEO)
GOTn 400
300 CONTINUE
XOO = ALF1 * OSINf	 2 * 00*NBAR*T	 1	 +ALF2 * f)C OS(	 2.00 * NBAR * T
	 }
1 + AL F O / 2.00	 / NBAR
X01 = LAM6 / TNMN / TNPN * DS1Nf N*T 1 + LAM5 ! TNMN / TNPN
I nCns(	 N*T	 )	 - LAMI	 / N /(	 4.00 *NBAR	 +N	 1	 * DSIN(	 TNPN *T 	 I	 +
2 LAM2 / N /f	 4.00 *NBAR -N ? * DSIN(	 TNMN*T	 1	 -LAM3 / N /





X10 = (	 LAM7 * nSIN(	 2.DO * NPO	 * T	 )	 + LAMB * DCOS(
	 2 * D0 * NPO
1 T	 )1	 / 4.DO /	 4	 NBAR * NBAR - NPO * NPO I
	 - (	 LAM9 * DSINf
2 2.00 *( NPN + WO	 1* T	 P + LAM11 * DCOS(	 2.D0 *( NPN + WO 1* T
3 II	 / 4 * DO / NPO /	 (	 TNPN + WO	 I	 + 1	 LAMIO * DSINI	 2 * 00 *f	 WO
4 - NMN
	 1* T	 1 + LAM12 * DCnS(	 2.00 *1	 WO - NMN	 1* T	 11/ 4oDO
5 / NPn /I TNMN - WO 1 + * 500 * OZT * ALFO / NBAR / NBAR
YOO ALF1 * DCnS( 200 * NBAR * T 1 - ALF2 * DSIN(	 2.DO * NAAR
v T	 1	 + ALF3
YIO = MT / NBAR *f	 ALF1 * Dcnsf 2,DO * NBAR * T 1 - ALF2 * ®SIN
I f	 2 * 00 * NBAR * T	 11 +	 NBAR / 40(10 / NPO /( NBAR * NBAR
2 NPn * NPO 1 *1 LAM7 * DCOS( 2.DO * NP0 * T 1 - LAMB * DSIN(
3 2.DO * NPO * T	 )P	 RDA * NSS * ALF3 / 2.D0 / NPO / NPO *
4 DCOS( 2.DO * NPO * T 1 +	 NAAR / NPO / 4 NPN + WO 1 / 4 * DO 1
5 ( TNPN + WO 1*4
	 LAM11 * DSIN4	 2.00 *f	 NPN + WO)*T1- LAMB *
6 nCnS1 2000 *1 NPN + WO 119	 4	 RDA * NSS / 8.00 *41ALF2 * DSIN
7 (	 2.D0 *i NPN + WO )*T1	 - ALF1 * DCOS(	 2.00 *f NPN + WO )* T
a 91/1 NPN + WO
	 1**2





9	 ( WO - NMN )* T I + ALF2 * DSINf 2.DO *( WO - NMN )* T )) /
A	 ( WO - NMN )**2 1 + NBAR / NPO / 4 * DO /I WO - NMN D /( TNMN
B	 - WO 1*( LAM10 * DCOS( 2.DO *1 WO - NMN D* T 1 - LAM12 * DSIN
C	 1 200 *{ WO - NMN F* T 11 - OZT * ALFO * T 1 NBAR
Vol
	 - NBAR / N *1 ALFO / N * DSTNf N*T ) + NBAR / N * ALF3
1	 DCnS( N*T ) + 2.DO / TNPN / TNMN *( LAMS * DSIN( N*T ) - LAM6
2	 OCOS4 N*T I)I+ 1 4.DO * NBAR / N /( TNPN +2.DO * NBAR ) *
3	 ( LAM3 * DSIN( TNPN*T ) - LAM1 * DCO5( TNPN*T )) -
	
NRAR *
4	 { NBAR '+8.00 * N 1/ TNPN *( ALF2 * DSIN( TNPN*T I - ALF1 *
5	 DCnS4 TNPN*T 011 / 2.DO / TNPN +( NRAR *( 300 * NBAR -A*DO
6	 * N )/ TNMN *( ALF2 * DSIN{ TNMN*T ) - ALF1 * DCOS( TNMN*T DI
7	 4.DO * NRAR / N / { TNMN +200 * NBAR)* ( LAM4 * DSINI TNMN
8	 *T 1 - LAM2 * DCOS( TNMN*T D)1/ TNMN *.5DO
DXOO = 2.00 * NBAR *(ALF1 * DCOSI 2.00 * NBAR * T I - ALF2
1	 DSINI 2.DO * NBAR * T I)
DX01 = N / TNMN / TNPN *1 LAM6 * DCOS( N*T 6 - LAM5 * OSIN( N*T )I
1	 - TNPN / N /I 4 * DO * NBAR + N )*4 DCOS( TNPN * T I * LAM1 -
2	 DSIN( TNPN * T 1) * LAM3 + TNMN t N /1 4.DO * NBAR - N e*
3	 ( LAM2 * DCOS( TNMN * T ) - LAM4 * DSIN( TNMN * T 1)
DX10 = 0.500 * NPO /( NBAR*NBAR - NPO*NPO )*( LAM7 * DCOS( 2*DO
1	 NPO *T ) -LAMB * DSIN( 2 * DO * NPO * T )1+ 0.500 *f WO + NPN)
2	 / NPO /I WO + TNPN 1*{ LAM11 * DSIN42.D0*1 W0+ NPN 1*T 1
3	 - LAM9 * DCOS( 2.DD *1 WO+NPN )*T I) +0 * 500 *( WO - NMN I 1
4	 1 TNMN - WO f*( LAM10 * DCOS( 2.DO *4 WO-NMN )*T 1 - LAM12
5	 * DSIN( 2 * D0 *f WO-NMM I*T 1)/ NPn
D'Y00 = -2.00 * NRAR *4 ALF1 * DSINI 2.DO * NBAR * T 1 + ALF2
1	 KOS( 2.DO * NBAR * T ))
DY01 = -NBAR *1 ALFO / N +2 * DO * LAM5 / TNMN / TNPN 1* DCOS( N*T I
1	 +NBAR *( NRAR / N * ALF3 -2.00 * LAM6 1 TNPN / TNMN ) *
2	 DSIN( N*T 1 + NBAR * 0.5D0 *4 4.DO * LAM3 / N /( 4 * DO * NBAR
s	 + N ) -1 NRAR +8.,00 * N I/ TNPN * ALF2 D* DCOS( TNPN * T 1
4	 + NBAR * .5DO *(I 3.DO * NBAR -A.DO * N )/ TNMN * ALF2 -4.DO
5	 * LAM4 / N /1 400 * NBAR - N ))* DCOSI TNMN*T I + NBAR *
6	 0.5DO *( 4.DO * LAM1 / N /( 4.DO * NAAR + N 1 -( NBAR +A*D0
7	 * N )/ TNPN * ALF1 D* DSIN( TNPN*T I + NBAR * O.SDO *(1 3.00
8	 * NBAR -R.DO * N )* ALF1 / TNMN -4.D0 * LAM2 / N /I 4.DO
9	 NBAR - N 1)* DSINI TNMN*T 1
DY10 _ -2.DO * nZT *1 ALF2 * DCnSI 2.DO * NBAR * T 1 + ALF1
I	 DSIN( 2.DO * NBAR * T )1 - NRAR * LAMA * 0 * 5DO t1 NRAR*NRAR
2	 - NPO*NPO 1* DCOSI 2.DO * NPO * T ) -( NBAR * LAM7 * 095DO
3	 /1 NBAR*NBAR - NPO *N pn ) - RDA * NSS * ALF3 / NPO 1 * DSIN(
4	 2.DO * NPO * T 1+( LAM11 * MBAR * 0.500 / NPO / ( TNPN + WO)
5	 +0925DO * RDA * NSS * ALF? /( NPN + WO))* DCOS( 2.DO *( NPN
6	 + W01* T 1 -( LAM12 * NBAR * 0.5DO / NPO /( TNMN - WO D +
7	 .2500 * RDA * NSS * ALF2 /(• WO - NMN )I* DCf)S(2.00 *( WO-NMN
41	 )*T 1 +1 LAM9 * NBAR *0.500 / NPO /( TNPN + WO )+ 0.25DO
9	 RDA * NSS * ALF1 /( NPN + WO))* DSIN42.DO *(NPN +WO)*TD-f
A	 LAM10 * NBAR *0.5DO / NPO /( TNMN-W0 I -0.25D0 * RDA * NSS
B	 * ALF1 /(WO - NMN ))* DSIN(2 * D0 *(WO-NMN)*T)-OZT*ALFO / NBAR
X = XOO + F * x01 + EPS * x10
v = Y00 + E * Vol + EPS * Y10
OX = DX00 + E * DX01 + EPS * DX 10
OY a DYOO + E * DY01 + EPS * DY10

























COMmnN/ ANS / X 9Y 9X0 9 DX 9 DY
COMMCINI / ALFA / ALF09ALF19ALF29ALF3
EQUIVALENCE (ELE ( 1)9A) 9
 (ELE 4 219E19
	
(ELE ( 319I19
E	 (ELE ( 4190M1 9 IELE ( 519UIQ (ELE ( 6)9W01
DATA TPI/ 6.2831853072 /
DEGREE(X) = X * 57.2957795130823
VMAG(X9Y) = DSQRT( X*X ¢ Y*Y )








WRITF.(6 9 41 POS9VEL
4 FORMATI D O Q 9 2SX 9 'POSITION = 9 020 * 10915X9'VELOCITY = 9 9 D20.10 1
V=U - WO
DO 20 K=3o6
20 ELE 4K) = nMOD( FLE 4K)9TPI 1
V = DMOM V 9 TPI I
DEG41) = DEGREE[ ELE (3)1
DEG(2) = DEGREE( ELE (41)
DEG43) = DEGREE( ELE 461 0
DEG(4) = DEGREE( ELE 15)1
DEG(S) = DEGREE( V I
WRITE(6 9 10011 T9X9Y9XO
1001 FORMAT('- 1 9 4X 9 'TIMF (SEC) = 0 015.8 9 8X 9 'X 4KM) = 19D15.898X9
19Y (KM) = 0 9 D15.898X 9 'XO (KM) = ' 9 D15.8 1
WRITE(691003) A9E9I9DEG(1)
1003 FORMAT('O'98X9'A (KMI = '9D15.899X 9 'ECCEN	 19D15.891OX90INCL
	 9
3 9 DIS.8 9 ' RAD = 1 9015d8 9 ' DEG')
WRITE16 9 10041 ELEM(4)9DEG(2)9ELEM46)9DE(',i31
1004 FORMAT('0' 9 8Xo'L.A.N. = 9 9DI5o89' RAD = 0 9D15.89 0
 
DEG69IOX9
4 'ARG OF PER = 8 9D15.8 9 ' RAD = 0 9015.89' DEG')
WRITE(6 9 1005) V9DEG(519U9DEG(41
1005 FORMAT( 0 0 9 913X9 1 V = 1 015 * 89' RAD = 1 9DI5.89' DEG'919X 9 'U = 99
5 D15.89' RAD = 9 9 DI548 9 ' DEG')
WRITE(691006) ALF09ALF19ALF29ALF3
1006 FORMAT4 0 0 0 91OX 9 0 ALFO = 0 D15.89llX 9 1 ALF1 ='D15.8911X9'ALF2 ='D15.69







iS#1ElRH11T11VE TERM( Tg ELFMoDFL M gCHND 1
IMPLICIT REAL*R(k-WvH—ZjS)
DIMFNS InN FLEM(1 6 g [DELM (i )
CommnN /INTFG/ TFvTINCRgTl,INTPgKl)TMOL

















COMMnAI / CONST / FJ29FM11aRSQ*ZFRn
CnMMnN /1NTFG/ TFgSTFPvTIv[NTPgKUTMOL
COMMnN / ELMFNT / AgEgIgOMgVvUvW D
CnMMnN /FLAP,/ PRINTgJaNFD
DATA	 FJ2 / 1.0823D-3 /
DATA FMll pRSQ
	 / 3.986032D5 g 6.f)6809A[)7/
DATA ZFRn / 4*100 /
DATA STEPgTIvTFgrNTPvK0TM0L/ 6.D290.0098.64 D49 Iv2
DATA A gE vl 01vV / 1.5009 I.D-2v 45,Dng p*(}.ODD












nm- 20 . ox 9
V=45 00t
wo -0.00 9
zFQn z 1 .nd, 1 .D-3, 1 .D0, 1 .D-3
EFN'n
&INTEG
1F =6.04Rnsg
NFA=69
INTR =69
tFND
i
80
